Grey, Black and Blue: Nursing Home Violence
75234 DVD
26 min S 2007 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Stories of elder abuse in long-term care facilities usually involve rogue staff. So you may be surprised to learn that the vast majority of violent assaults in Canadian nursing homes involve one resident attacking another. You may be even more surprised to learn that the problem has been growing for years, and that one public report after another has recommended changes (to funding, to training, to institutional protocols) but that these recommendations have been systematically ignored. Marketplace takes its cameras into several nursing homes in Ontario, and they didn't have to wait long to see the violence first-hand. As Erica Johnson reports, it's a complex problem with a complex solution, mostly dependent on funding.
No Other Versions Available

Housing Styles - a Tour Through Time
74934 DVD
19 min I 2001 Mcintyre Films
A tour of homes is more than just architectural style... it's a tour of history! Take students around a small city to view examples architecture for Modern, Victorian, Rambler, Cape Cod, Tudor, Colonial, and other styles.
No Other Versions Available

No Way Home (Teen Homelessness) (The Fifth Estate)
75024 DVD
41 min S 2003 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
An examination of Canada's street youth and shelter system. Hana Gartner traces the journey of three kids who ran away at age 13 to the gritty, violent reality of the streets. Learn how they navigate through the dark corners of society: panhandling, abusing drugs and selling their bodies. The documentary offers a rare glimpse of the country's homeless youth - about 75,000 of them - through the eyes of the kids, the Toronto street mom "Angel", and the unusual shelter she operates.
No Other Versions Available